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Supplementary Chapter

Cauda Physica Mathematica " " :
Physical Realization of
ψ(x, t)

= √−1 in

1. Brief history and mathematical meaning of imaginary
number
In AD60 Greek mathematician and engineer Heron of Alexandria (1070 AD) is noted as the first to have conceived imaginary numbers in his
book “Metrica”.
Rafael Bombelli (1526-1572) first set down the rules for multiplication
of complex numbers in 1572.
He was the one who finally managed to address the problem with
imaginary numbers.
In his 1572 book, L'Algebra, Bombelli solved equations using the
method of del Ferro/Tartaglia.
The concept had appeared in print earlier, for instance in work by
Gerolamo Cardano(1501-1576).
He made the first systematic use of negative numbers, published with
attribution the solutions of other mathematicians for the cubic and
quartic equations, and acknowledged the existence of imaginary
numbers.
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At the time, imaginary numbers were poorly understood and regarded
by some as fictitious or useless, much as zero and the negative numbers
once were.
Many other mathematicians were slow to adopt the use of imaginary
numbers, including René Descartes (1596-1650), who wrote about
them in his La Géométrie, where the term imaginary was used and
meant to be derogatory.
He was a philosopher whose work, La Géométrie, includes his
application of algebra to geometry from which we now have Cartesian
geometry. Descartes associated imaginary numbers with geometric
impossibility. Descartes coined the term imaginary: “For any equation
one can imagine as many roots [as its degree would suggest], but in
many cases no quantity exists which corresponds to what one
imagines.”
Originally coined in the 17th century as a derogatory term and regarded
as fictitious or useless, the concept gained wide acceptance following
the work of Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) and Carl Friedrich Gauss
(1777-1855).
L. Euler introduced the notion i = √−1 , and visualized complex
numbers as points with rectangular coordinates, but did not give a
satisfactory foundation for complex numbers. He used the formula
x + iy = r(cosθ + i sinθ). He defined the complex exponential and
=
+
.
proved the identity
There are indications that Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) had been
in possession of the geometric representation of complex numbers since
1796, but it went unpublished until 1831, when he submitted his ideas
to the Royal Society of G ttingen. Gauss introduced the term complex
number:
“If this subject has hitherto been considered from the wrong viewpoint
and thus enveloped in mystery and surrounded by darkness, it is largely
an unsuitable terminology which should be blamed. Had +1, -1
and√−1, instead of being called positive, negative and imaginary (or
worse still impossible) unity, been given the name say, of direct,
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inverse and lateral unity, there would hardly have been any scope for
such obscurity.” In a 1811 letter to Bessel, Gauss mentioned the
theorem that was to be known later as Cauchy’s theorem. This went
unpublished, and was later rediscovered by Cauchy and by
Weiterstrass.
In much of the 18th century,complex number were used in calculations
but their meaning was the object of metaphysical discussions as was the
case for infinitestimals. Many contradictions arose from applying the
usual rules of calculations with square roots when using the notation
√− with a positive, Euler introduced the notation “I” in the Elements
d’alge’bre(1774), but this notation, which was also used by Gauss, was
not automatically accepted.
The geometric significance of complex numbers as points in a plane
was first described by Caspar Wessel (1745–1818). Caspar Wessel, a
Norwegian, was the first one to obtain and published a suitable
presentation of complex numbers. On Mar 10, 1707, Wessel presented
his paper “On the Analytic Representation of Direction: An Attempt”
to the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences. The paper was published in
the Academy’s Memoires of 1799. Its quality was judged to be so high
that it was the first paper to be accepted for by a non-member of the
academy. Wessel’s approach used what we today call vectors. He used
the geometric addition of vectors (parallelogram law) and defined
multiplication of vectors in terms of what we call today adding the
polar angle and multiplying the magnitudes.
Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) initiated complex function theory
in an 1814 memoir submitted to the French Acade’mie des Sciences.
The term analytic function was not mentioned in his memoir, but the
concept is there. The memoir was published in 1825. Contour integrals
appear in the memoir, but this is not a first, apparently Poisson had a
1820 paper with a path not on the real line. Cauchy constructed the set
of complex number in 1847 as R[x]/( + 1)
“We completely repudiate the symbol √−1, abandoning it without
regret because we do not know what this alleged symbolism signifies
nor what meaning to give to it.”
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In 1843 a mathematical physicist, William Rowan Hamilton (18051865), extended the idea of an axis of imaginary numbers in the plane
to a three-dimensional space of quaternion imaginaries.
As a set, the quaternions H may be identified with R4, a fourdimensional vector space over the real numbers. H has three
operations: addition, scalar multiplication, and quaternion
multiplication.
Quaternions are generally represented in the form:
a + bi + cj + dk

C-1

Hamilton could not resist the urge to carve the formula for the
quaternions,
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1

C-2

where i, j, and k are basis elements of H, determine all the possible
products of i, j, and k.
A long and detailed draft of a letter to his friend John T. Graves, first
published by A.J. McConnell he wrote:
“And here there dawned on me the notion that we must admit, in some
sense, a fourth dimension of space for the purpose of calculating with
triplets; or transferring the paradox to algebra, must admit a third
distinct imaginary symbol , not to be confounded with either or , but
equal to the product of the first as multiplier, and the second as
multiplicand; and therefore was led to introduce quaternions, such as ,
or . […] There seems to me to be something analogous to polarized
intensity in the pure imaginary part; and unpolarized energy (indifferent
to direction) in real part of a quaternion: and thus we have some slight
glimpse of a future calculus of polarities. This is certainly very vague,
but I hope that most of what ai have said above is clear and
mathematical. ”
And he said like Albert Einstein (1879-1955):
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"Time is said to have only one dimension, and space to have three
dimensions. […] The mathematical quaternion partakes of both these
elements; in technical language it may be said to be "time plus space",
or "space plus time": and in this sense it has, or at least involves a
reference to, four dimensions. And how the One of Time, of Space the
Three, Might in the Chain of Symbols girdled be."
In 1986 Simon L. Altmann(1924- ) wrote:
"... quaternions appear to exude an air of nineteenth century decay, as a
rather unsuccessful species in the struggle-for-life of mathematical
ideas. Mathematicians, admittedly, still keep a warm place in their
hearts for the remarkable algebraic properties of quaternions but, alas,
such enthusiasm means little to the harder-headed physical scientist."
Complex numbers find applications in various fields such as
Mathematics, Engineering and physics.
In mathematics complex numbers are used in Complex Analysis, in
Geometry or in other secondary applications as Number theory,
Improper integrals, Differential equations and Fractals.
In engineering complex number are used in the analysis of signal and in
all the fields where the periodic signal are studied. In Electric
engineering and Electronics engineers are used for pointing out voltage
and current. They can, behavior of the components according to
frequency.
In physics scientists are used in Fluid dynamics, relativity and
Quantum mechanics.
In quantum mechanics, complex number are essential because the
theory is developed in Hilbert space of infinite dimension derived by
complex numbers’ set. In this fields factor of i = √−1 are everywhere.
Light waves is plane wave as
( , )=A

(

−

)

C-3
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is ∝ ( ).

Probability of photon at

( ) by double-slit experiment is
( ) ≈ | ( ) | + | ( )|

C-4

The wave equation of light is
=

C-5

However, because particle (E, p) have wave nature ( , ) too, this
matter waves simply as ( , ) =
( − ) have to satisfy
important four conditions as:
1) It must be consistent with the de Broglie-Einstein postulates
= /
= /
2) It must be consistent with the equation

C-6
C-7

+
C-8
=
3) It must be Linear in ( , )
4) The potential energy is generally a function of , and possibly even
including for free particle
( , )=
C-9

Result is unavoidable appearance of = √−
real physical quantities , , , , , , , , ,
−

ℏ

+

( , )=

= ℏ
(

−

surprisingly from pure
as
and
C-10

)+

(

−

)

C-11

About this unavoidable factor = √− in wave function ( , )by
consistencies with four condition scientists said as mathematicians
above mentioned from AD 70 to 1865 even 21century:
“The fact that wave function are complex functions should not be
considered a weak point of the quantum mechanical theory. Because it
makes it immediately apparent that we should not attempt to give to
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wave function a physical existence in the same sense that water waves
have a physical existence.
The reason is that a complex quantity cannot be measured by any actual
physical instrument. The real world (using the term in its
nonmathematical sense) is the world of real quantities (using the term
in its mathematical sense). Therefore, we should not try to answer, or
even pose the question: what is waving, and what is it waving in? ... It
is apparent from the outset that the wave function are the computational
devices which have a significance only in the context of the
schr dinger theory of which they are a part. ”
These phrases is called “declaration of physical reality abandonment
of ”.
In this “declaration of physical reality abandonment of ” we can find
lack of physical imagination power as 2000 years ago though it is now
third millennium.
2. Real physical meaning of imaginary number " " as
Language of Physics
However, because factor of
= √− have real physical property
according to CFLE theory (cf. §1.4), such view point of pure
mathematics is not true.
Good example is that pure mathematical zeros of Riemann zeta
functions ( ) behave similarly to pure physical energy levels of
heavy nuclei by Hugh L. Montgomery (The Bridge between these
fields is random matrix theory).
Mathematicians and scientists collect these correspondences in the
table below
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Table C-1

The pair correlation of the zeros of ( ) is
1-(

)

C-12

Another example is that Introduced eight fold way from pure
mathematical structures of SU(3) of group theory as Figure 1 as
mathematical tools for particle classification in 1961 by Murray GellMann(1929- ).

Figure 1

According to success of eight fold way in 1964 Murray Gell-Mann
introduced quark by only mathematical Figure 2. However he behaved
opportunist, because quark’s ± , ± charge for proton is nonsense
at that time. George Zweig (1937- ) proposed the existence of quarks as
Ace at CERN, independently of Murray Gell-Mann. ZWeig believed
rather fractional charge ± , ± than Murray Gell-Mann.
In spite of that quark’s charge was really observed surprisingly as
Figure 2 sometime later.
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Figure 2

General humdrum example is correspondences between ± number of
mathematics(…-2,-1,0,+1,+2,…)
and
±charge
of
classical
electrodynamics (… − , − , , + , + , … ).
Therefore, in CFLE theory rooted ±charge ( √± ) can be rooted ±
number (√± ).
This means that mathematical numbers can correspond to physical
objects or phenomena, because mathematics is language of physics.
However, mathematics cannot be physics.
Base of quantum mechanics is wave function that include " " in
( , )=
=
+
.
However, this quantum theory has been extremely successful in
explaining results of experiments ranging from the spectrum of
blackbody radiation, atomic spectra, molecular chemistry, atomic
interferometry,
quantum
electrodynamics,
nuclear
physics,
superconductivity, semiconductor physics, Bose-Einstein condensation,
Josephson junctions, nanotechnology, applied cosmology and many
more. The theory is not contradicted by any experiment with 100%.
Therefore, we can expect that property of imaginary number “ =
√− " can be corresponded physical property though mathematics is
language of physics.
Such correspondent physical property of “ ” is explained below.
Gauss’s plane is a Cartesian plane where it can be represented the
complex numbers +
as pair of real numbers (a, b) where “a” is
real part and “b” is the imaginary part.
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Figure 3

Figure 3 such complex plane can be used coordination system for
physical system as Figure 4

Figure 4

In Figure 4, + symbol is positive electric charge
negative electric charge .
N means neutral area between two particles.

Figure 5

and −symbole is
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Because of electric force liens that M. Faraday introduced, we can
express Figure 4 as Figure 5

Figure 6

Therefore, we can extend 1 dimensional number line to two
dimensional number plane by neutral line in Figure 6 as complex plane.
However, according to CFLE theory (cf.§4.2)building block of force
line is force line elements as Figure 7.

Figure 7

Therefore, such coordination system from Gauss’s complex plane can
be expressed as Figure 8

Figure 8
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+ Symbol is positive charge and – symbol is negative charge. Axis
between two charges is called charge axis. Observer’s position is end of
positive charge. Axis between ± is called imaginary axis.
However, axis of imaginary number can be said axis of neutral charge
for observer at end of positive charge, because total charge of each
force line elements is neutral for observer at end of positive charge as
Figure 9.

Figure 9

End of ±real number where there is source of negative charge (minus
number) and source of positive charge (plus number). Therefore, axis
of real number can be axis of charge.
Now we can correspond rotation of imaginary numbers as pure
mathematical objects and rotation of force line elements as pure
physical objects as Figure 10

Figure 10

For observer at positive end of charge is force line elements observed
only negative charged object.
However, before rotation of force line elements cannot be observed
negative force line element as negative charged object for observer at
positive end of charge axis as Figure 11
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Figure 11

Physical existence and physical state of this negative charged object as
negative force line element can be expressed mathematically in Figure
11 as
= √−1

C-13

This mathematical expression √−1 means that bar negative charge
" − 1" is now screened or hided by any insulating object or insulator
as√ or neutralization by rotation.
Negative charge of force line element in Figure 12 is observed √−1 ,
because this force line elements is neutral for observer at far positive
and of charge axis.

Figure 12

Physically there are lots of force lines exist as Figure 13 between ±
charges.
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Figure 13

Therefore we can extend Gauss complex plane to complex cube as
Figure 14

Figure 14

This new axis is called neutral number axis or neutral axis.
According to this 3 dimensional complex number coordination system,
complex cube can express as Figure 15

Figure 15
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Neutral numbers in Figure16 correspond physical objects with neutral
charge as neutrons.
Mathematically neutral number means counting (quality or direction)
of zeros or zero charges as
…

,

,

,

,

,…

C-14

End of neutral axis is right and left.

Figure 16

Therefore, it is required ± symbol for charged number in complex
cube.
For physical realization and visualization of complex conjugate (
= + ) ( ∗ = − ), we need
simple complex cube as Figure 17

Figure 17
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In quantum mechanics, matter waves
number too as

( , ) constructed complex

( , ) = A[ cos(kx- t) + isin(kx- t)]
Conjugate complex of
complex conjugate.

( , ) is

C-15

( , )∗ . The asterisk indicate the

Therefore
( , )∗ ( , ) = | ( , ) |

C-16

For one spinless particle in 1D, if the wave function is interpreted as a
probability amplitude, the square modulus of the wave function, the
positive real number
| ( , )| =

( , )∗

( , )= ( , )

C-17

| ( , )| is interpreted as the probability density that the particle is at
.
Max born suggested that | ( , )| is probability of a finding a matter
particle at a place and time .
form | ( , )| is not linear.

Here important point is that value of
from
Real probability of
+
can be expressed as

∗

Figure 18

= ( −

)( +

)=| | =
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)( +

)=| | =

+

Figure 19

Total probability of
expressed

∗

=( −

)( +

)=| | =

+

can be

Figure 20

Therefore the probability of a particle being between
be
( )

+

= | ( , )|
( , )∗ ( , )

=

Therefore the probability of being between
=

and

∗

The wave function must be normalized as

C-18
is
C-19

can
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∗

=

C-20

= ( ) =−
Now, negative area of −
zone can be physically realized as Figure 21.

in negative charge

Figure 21

This −

means that charged area in negative zone.

Because our universe is gravitationally positive charged universe
(cf.§13), position of observer can be positive end of charged axis.
Because wave function ( , )can explain physically 100% to date by
experiments, gravitationally ±charged force line elements can be
introduced same as electromagnetic force line elements that is building
block of Faraday’s electromagnetic force lines.(cf. §4)
Such gravitational negative charge agree with negative energy of
observed accelerating expansion of universe (cf.§ 24 ).
Because old age scientist and mathematician don’t have physical
concept of negative mass and negative gravitational force lines as
object of anti-gravity, negative area of Figure 20 are meaningless in
real physical world by strong influence of Einstein’s general relativity.
Therefore they called √−
called latent number.

imaginary number , but now can be
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Euler’s Identity appears in his monumental work of mathematical
analysis published in 1748, Introductio in analysin infinitorum as
= −1

C-21

= cosπ + icosπ

C-22

cosπ = −1

C-23

sinπ = 0

C-24

This identity can express pure mathematically as Figure22

Figure 22

Surprisingly this mathematical behavior of i = √−1 is same as physical
behavior of gravitational force line elements.

Figure 23

For 0 and 1 to emphasize is written
+1=0

C-25

About this identity Richard P. Feynman said “the most remarkable
formula in mathematics”, because
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The identity links five fundamental mathematical constants (the
number 0, the number 1, the number π, the number ,number ) and
four basic arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication,
exponentiation, equals sign).
Euler's identity is often cited as an example of deep mathematical
beauty as
“Euler's equation reaches down into the very depths of existence".
Professor Keith Devlin at Stanford Uni.
“being of exquisite beauty". Professor Paul Nahin at New Hampshire
Uni
“Euler's identity tied with Maxwell's equations as the greatest equation
ever". Physics World in 2004.
"…is absolutely paradoxical; we cannot understand it, and we don't
know what it means, but we have proved it, and therefore we know it
must be the truth". Professor Benjamin Peirce at Harvard Uni.
However, now we can add three real physical beauty to mathematical
beauty of Euler’s identity as negative mass’s identity as
First: matter wave must constitute gravitational force lines from mass
as electromagnetic force line.
Second: this gravitational force line constitute gravitational force lien
elements as electromagnetic force line elements as unit of force line.
Third: there are negative gravitational source and positive gravitational
source
Euler’s identity is a special case of Euler's formula from complex
analysis as
=

+

C-26
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Figure 24

and wave function of matter is
( , )=

(

−

)+

(

−

)=

Therefore, according to De Broglie relation λ =

(

)

C-27

matter wave must

and related gauge boson from mass as
have wave length λ =
photon that constitute electromagnetic force lines and force line
elements as

Figure 25

In Euler’s formula
=
+
as Figure 24 physical
behavior of gravitational force line elements cannot easily recognize.
= −1 as Figure 22 physical behavior
However, in Euler’s identity
of negative gravitational force line element easily recognize clearly at
once as
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Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 22

With this valuable fundamental knowledge
problem in quantum mechanics.

we can solve difficult

Valuable experimental evidence of negative mass and negative energy
is Higgs potential and related Higgs field as Figure 26 by discovery of
Higgs boson on 14 March 2013 at CERN.

Figure 26

Here, important point is that " − " and " ( ) " must be physically
real. Without negative vacuum expectation value cannot really
physically exist " + "
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Mathematically, the Higgs field has imaginary mass and is therefore a
tachyonic field. While tachyons (particles that can move faster than
light) are a purely hypothetical concept, fields with imaginary mass
have come to play an important role in modern physics.
However, in force line elements physics purely hypothetical concept
with imaginary mass have come to play an essential role as real
physical concept.
3. Relation between imaginary number
and quantum
mechanics: Solving the measurement problem in quantum
mechanics how wave function collapse really occurs
Quantum theory is not contradicted 100% by any experiment.
However, only one is unacceptable to many physicists. That is how
does the wave function collapse or a state reduction to one of the
eigenstates of the measured observable occur.
The concept of wave function collapse was introduced by Werner
Heisenberg in his 1927 paper on the uncertainty principle, "Über den
anschaulichen Inhalt der quantentheoretischen Kinematic und
Mechanik", and incorporated into the mathematical formulation of
quantum mechanics by John von Neumann, in his 1932 treatise
Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik. Consistent with
Heisenberg, von Neumann postulated that there were two processes of
wave function change:
1. The probabilistic, non-unitary, non-local, discontinuous change
brought about by observation and measurement, as outlined
above.
2. The deterministic, unitary, continuous time evolution of an
isolated system that obeys the Schrödinger equation (or a
relativistic equivalent, i.e. the Dirac equation).
In general, quantum systems exist in superpositions of those basis
states that most closely correspond to classical descriptions, and, in the
absence of measurement, evolve according to the Schrödinger equation.
However, when a measurement is made, the wave function collapses—
from an observer's perspective—to just one of the basis states, and the
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property being measured uniquely acquires the eigenvalue of that
particular state, .
After the collapse, the system again evolves according to the
Schrödinger equation.
Consistent with Heisenberg, von Neumann postulated that there were
two processes of wave function By explicitly dealing with the
interaction of object and measuring instrument, von Neumann has
attempted to create consistency of the two processes of wave function
change.
He was able to prove the possibility of a quantum mechanical
measurement scheme consistent with wave function collapse.
However, he did not prove the necessity of such a collapse. Although
von Neumann's projection postulate is often presented as a normative
description of quantum measurement, it was conceived by taking into
account experimental evidence available during the 1930s (in particular
the Compton-Simon experiment was paradigmatic), but many
important present-day measurement procedures do not satisfy it (socalled measurements of the second kind).
The existence of the wave function collapse is required in the
Copenhagen interpretation, the objective collapse interpretations, the
transactional interpretation, the von Neumann interpretation in which
consciousness causes collapse.
On the other hand, the collapse is considered a redundant or optional
approximation in the Consistent histories approach, self-dubbed
"Copenhagen done right", the B hm interpretation, the Many-worlds
interpretation, the Ensemble Interpretation
The cluster of phenomena described by the expression wave function
collapse is a fundamental problem in the interpretation of quantum
mechanics, and is known as the measurement problem.
The inability to observe process of wave function collapse directly has
given rise to different interpretations of quantum mechanics, and poses
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a key set of questions that each interpretation must answer. The wave
function in quantum mechanics evolves deterministically according to
the Schrödinger equation as a linear superposition of different states,
but actual measurements always find the physical system in a definite
state. Any future evolution is based on the state the system was
discovered to be in when the measurement was made, meaning that the
measurement "did something" to the system that is not obviously a
consequence of Schrödinger evolution.
To express matters differently, the Schrödinger wave equation
determines the wave function at any later time. If observers and their
measuring apparatus are themselves described by a deterministic wave
function, why can we not predict precise results for measurements, but
only probabilities?
As a general question: How can one establish a correspondence
between quantum and classical reality?
Before collapse, the wave function may be any square-integrable
function. This function is expressible as a linear combination of the
eigenstates of any observable. Observables represent classical
dynamical variables, and when one is measured by a classical observer,
the wave function is projected onto a random eigenstate of that
observable. The observer simultaneously measures the classical value
of that observable to be the eigenvalue of the final state.
Mathematically the quantum state of a physical system is described by
a wave function (in turn – an element of a projective Hilbert space).
This can be expressed in Dirac or bra–ket notation as a vector:
C-28
The kets are
C-29
These kets specify the different quantum "alternatives" available - a
particular quantum state. They form an orthonormal eigenvector basis,
formally
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C-30
where

represents the Kronecker delta.

An observable (i.e. measurable parameter of the system) is associated
with each eigenbasis, with each quantum alternative having a specific
A "measurable
value or eigenvalue, ei, of the observable.
parameter of the system" could be the usual position r and the
momentum p of (say) a particle, but also its energy E, z-components of
spin (sz), orbital (Lz) and total angular (Jz) momenta etc. In the basis
representation these are respectively.
C-31
The coefficients c1, c2, c3... are the probability amplitudes
corresponding to each basis as
C-32
These coefficients are complex numbers. The moduli square of ci, that
is |ci|2 = ci*ci (* denotes complex conjugate), is the probability of
measuring the system to be in the state as
C-33
For simplicity in the following, all wave functions are assumed to be
normalized; the total probability of measuring all possible states is
unity:

C-34
With these definitions it is easy to describe the process of collapse. For
any observable, the wave function is initially some linear combination
of the eigenbasis of that observable as
C-35
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When an external agency (an observer, experimenter) measures the
observable associated with the eigenbasis, the wave function collapses
from the full to just one of the basis eigenstates as
C-36
That is:
C-37
The probability of collapsing to a given eigenstate is the born
probability as
C-38
Post-measurement, other elements of the wave function vector,
have "collapsed" to zero, and
= 1.

,

C-39

Quantum theory, by virtue of the principle of linear superposition that a
microscopic object such as electron can be in a superposition of
different position at the same time (more than one place at the same
time), and this is observed in the double-slite interference experiment.
•However, the theory in principle make no contradiction between
microscopic and macroscopic objects and predict at the same time. But
this is not observed. For example a table, unlike electron, is never
observed to be here and there simultaneously.
we never observe collapse to a single eigenstate of a continuousspectrum operator (e.g. position, momentum, or a scattering
Hamiltonian), because such eigenfunctions are non-normalizable.
•Where is the transition from quantum to classical (ex: macroscopic
superposition)?
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In other word, there is one apparently innocuous observed phenomenon
that the theory seems unable to explain, and in fact seems to contradict.
But this is not true. Answers about this two questions are below
Left side of Figure 27 show gravitational force lines running from ±
gravitational source.

Figure 27

Right side of Figure 27 show electric force lines running inside of
gravitational force lines.
Left side of Figure 28 shows that the standing de Broglie waves of
electron set up in the first three Bohr orbits in atom.

Figure 28

Inside of n = 3 state, lot of electric force line elements around seed of
electron make lots of De Broglie wave as component wave as
C-28
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Linear superposition of wave functions by gravitational force line
elements around mass center as Figure 26 is same.
With this component wavefunctions as | > by force line elements
we can answer about all question of measurement problem and related
problems.
•Where is macroscopic superposition?
Answer is magnetic field of heliospheric current sheet of the Sun
(cf.§9).
The heliospheric current sheet is the surface within the Solar System
where the polarity of the Sun's magnetic field changes from north to
south. This field extends throughout the Sun's equatorial plane in the
heliosphere
The underlying magnetic field is called the interplanetary magnetic
field, and the resulting electric current forms part of the heliospheric
current circuit. The heliospheric current sheet is also sometimes called
the interplanetary current sheet

Figure 29

Figure 29 shows observed heliospheric current sheet by CCMC
(community coordinate modeling center) in NASA.
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Because Sun’s magnetic force lines (or field) is part of the Sun’s body,
Sun’s position can be around Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars (right side
of Figure 29) at same times.
Total heliosphere is a very good example of superposition of
macroscopic object as the Sun as Figure30.

Figure 30

In Figure 30 optical surface of the Sun is very small, but area of
possible superposition is very large.
Origin of this sun’s magnetic force lines (or field) is not electricity, but
Sun’s mass.
Good observational evidences are magnet field of sunspot and sun
loops at sun’s optical surface as Figure 31.

Figure 31
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Origin of such magnetic fields are mass of the Sun (cf.§5)
Therefore such magnetic force lines (field) is called gravito-magnetic
force lines.
Another good example of superposition of macroscopic object is Earth
and Earth’s magnetosphere as Figure 32.

Figure 32

Origin of this magnet is mass of the Earth. Figure 33 shows direct
observation of the Earth’s magnet force lines (or field).

Figure 33
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Observation of mesoscopic superposition around mesoscopic objects
(ex: table, car…etc)is very difficult, because mass magnet force lines
(or field) is very week or cannot distinguish magnetic force lines from
electricity of component particles of mesoscopic objects.
However, we can imagine mesoscopic superposition of mesoscopic
object as long hair woman as Figure 34. Because woman’s hair is part
of woman’s body, every hair style change of woman can be change of
woman’s body position.

Figure 34

The possibility of this real position change or every changed position
of woman’s by hair style during working of woman and wind can be
imagine superposition of mesoscopic superposition.
•Why there can be lot of interpretation as Copenhagen, many world,
Ensemble(statistical), de Broglie-b hm theory, transactional,
stochaistic, objective collapse theory, VN/wigner theory, many mind
interpretation….etc.
Now, we can answer about that all of such quantum interpretations
problem is occurred by ignorance of real force line elements from
gravitational source as component waves as | >.
•Physical information refers generally to the information that is
contained in a physical system.
How is quantum information stored as a state of a quantum system?
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Yes, quantum information is stored by real force line elements as
component waves as | > as Figure 27.

Figure 27

•What constitutes a "measurement" which apparently causes the wave
function to collapse into a definite state? How specify wave function a
definite position?
Left side of Figure 35 means “The superposition of several plane waves
to form a wave packet. This wave packet becomes increasingly
localized with the addition of many waves. The Fourier transform is a
mathematical operation that separates a wave packet into its individual
plane waves. Note that the waves shown here are real for illustrative
purposes only, whereas in quantum mechanics the wave function is
generally complex.”
Center of Figure 35 means “The Force line elements shows that the
superposition of several plane waves to form a wave packet and the
evolution of an initially very localized gaussian wave function of a free
particle.”
Right side of Figure 35 means “The evolution of an initially very
localized gaussian wave function of a free particle in two-dimensional
space, with color and intensity indicating phase and amplitude. The
spreading of the wave function in all directions shows that the initial
momentum has a spread of values, unmodified in time; while the
spread in position increases in time: as a result, the uncertainty Δx Δp
increases in time.”
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Figure 35

∆mv of environment of measurement apparatus and ∆x of measured
ℏ
object interact according to ∆mv∆x ≥ .
Therefore all the amplitude can be at one position as Figure 35
•How will specify it multiple position?
ℏ

According to ∆mv∆x ≥ force lines of particle can be extended

±

Figure 36

Therefore none zero amplitude of particle can be at many position by
extended force line elements as Figure 36.
•Macroscopic objects are never found in a linear superposition states.
The theory does not explain why during a quantum measurement,
deterministic evolution is replaced by probabilistic evolution, whose
random out comes obey the born probability rule.
Answer of such question is very simple now. That is existence of
deterministic evolution is impossible.
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Only probabilistic evolution is physically possible by real physical
property of imaginary number .
Cause of such wrong question as “change from deterministic evolution
to probabilistic evolution” is only ignorance of physical property of
imaginary number by “declaration of physical reality abandonment
of ” from wrong influence of Einstein’s general relativity.
That’s are
First: matter wave must constitute gravitational force lines from source
of mass as electromagnetic force line (E, B) as " " is gravitational force
lines (or field) correspond electric field "E" (or force lines) and " − "
is gravito-magnetic force lines (or field) correspond magnetic field
" − B"(or force lines) according to
=

→

=−

,

=−

C-48

Second: this gravitational force line constitute gravitational force lien
elements as electromagnetic force line elements as unit of force line.
Third: there are negative gravitational source and positive gravitational
source (±mass, ±gravity)
Now, we can confirm such correspondence by complex number cube as
Figure 37.

Figure 37

Complex number cube as Figure 37 we can separate as Figure 38.
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Figure 38

Because neutral plane that is filled imaginary numbers , is crossing at
right angle with charge plane that is filled charged number as force line
elements, imaginary numbers can be seen magnetic force line elements
as Figure 39.

Figure 39

Because now, imaginary number
( − ) is , we can rewrite

or

(

−

) is −

and

| ( , )| ={cos (kx- t) + isin(kx- t)} {cos(kx- t) - isin(kx- t)}
={cos (kx- t)} + {(+)( − )( ) ( sin(kx- t) ) }
= | ( )| +| ( )|

C-40

Equation C-40 correspond intensity ( )of electromagnetic wave as
( ) ≈ | ( ) | + | ( )|
Therefore we can rewrite

C-4
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| ( , )| = ( ) = | ( )| +| ( )|

C-41

Qualitatively Equation C-4 and Equation C-41 is same.
Now, we can say EquationC-41 is intensity ( ) of De Broglie’s matter
wave or gravito-magnetic wave.

Figure 40

Left side of Figure 40 shows electromagnetic wave. Right side of
Figure 40 shows gravito-magnetic wave
by complex cube. Position of " "

" " is changed as " "

" ".

Finally we can say “Quantum mechanics become Force line Quantum
mechanics”
Therefore observational evidences of gravitational force line and its
elements for superposition and quantum reality is Sun’s magnetic field
of heriosphere and Earth’s magnetic field of Earth magnetosphere.
All problem of wave function collapse and measurements problem is
solved by physical reality of imaginary number .
4. Relation between imaginary number
relativity

and Einstein’s

Einstein’s general relativity has emerged as a successful model of
gravitation and cosmology, which has so far passed many unambiguous
observational and experimental tests as
1) The Deflection of light by the Sun
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2) The perihelion precession of Mercury’s orbit
3) The gravitational redshift of light
4) Gravitational lensing
5) Light travel time delay
6) The equivalence principle
7) Geodetic precession and frame dragging
8) Binary pulsars
9) Direct detection of gravitational waves as ripple of space time by
LIGO.
However, there are strong indications that Einstein’s general relativity
is incomplete as
1) The problem of time is a conceptual conflict between Einstein’s
general relativity and quantum mechanics. This means that there is no
time in Einstein’s general relativity.
2) Because of this time problem black hole radiation, initial condition
of cosmic big bang and inflation cannot be believed. Therefore,
observed flatness of universe become direct observed evidence by
WMAP and PLANCK that Einstein’s general relativity is wrong.
3) Exchange between angular momentum
and spin angular
momentum that come from Dirac equation with special relativity,
electromagnetic field and quantum mechanics, cannot be descripted by
this theory.
4) According to Hawking-Penrose theorem must be appeared
unphysical singularity in this theory.
5) Because of this singularity is occurred black hole information
paradox
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6) Extra dimension is demanded by extra forces to eleven dimensions
as M theory. However, observed space dimension is only three
.
dimensions. Number of Possible universe is over
7) This theory cannot predict future of the universe (cf. §13)
8) Einstein’s general relativity cannot explain relation between
Maxwell’s electrodynamics and gravity.
9) Einstein’s general relativity cannot explain negative energy of
observed accelerating universe (cf.§24).
10) Therefore, existence of negative mass, anti-gravity and
gravitational force lines is not permitted though accelerating expansion
of universe by negative gravitational energy observed.
11) This theory obstruct to explain what is cause of flyby anomaly
(cf.§20), origin of magnetar’s
magnetic field(cf.§5), kuiffer cfliff
(cf.§9) and injection problem(cf. §25 ). Such problem to solve is
needed gravitational force lines.
12) This theory obstruct to explain what is origin of Earth‘s magnet
(cf.§5) and Sun’s magnet (cf.§15) that can be direct observational
evidence that Einstein ‘general relativity is wrong.
13) Einstein’s theory cannot explain what is dark energy (cf.§ 24) and
dark matter (cf. § 11) and coincidence problem (cf.§24). Such problem
to solve is needed relation between Maxell’s electrodynamics and
Newton’s gravity.
14) Quantum mechanics cannot be realized as a fully consistent theory
with Einstein’s general relativity.
15) Negative infinite gravitational energy around ball with gravitational
fluid: Schrodinger’s calculation in 1918 Physik zeitschrift XI, P.4. Die
energie komponenten des gravitational feldes (cf.§2.1).
16) By this theory is ignored negative energy and negative mass of
+
. Without
related antiparticle of Dirac equation ± =
this theoretical negative mass and energy we cannot explain observed
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pair annihilation of electron and positron (bar mass of electron and
) , because result of pair annihilation there is no
positron is ~
observable remain mass that’s rest mass of positron and electron must
+
→ + by conservation
be at least over ± .
as
laws, including:
Conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum, electric charge
and gravitational charge that’s net charge before and after is zero as

Figure 41

17) Cosmological constant problem (cf.§ 7 ), vacuum catastrophe
Generally speaking, observational data that is taken as evidence for
dark energy and dark matter could indicate the need for new physics.
Even taken as is, general relativity is rich with possibilities for further
exploration. Mathematical relativists seek to understand the nature of
singularities and the fundamental properties of Einstein's equations,
because Einstein’s relativity is right only in part of small area of natural
phenomena. Future of Einstein’s general relativity is hopeless.
What is cause of inconsistences of Einstein’s relativity?
Special relativity coincide with classical electrodynamics as Richard
Feynman lectured as “one part of the force between moving electric
charges we call the magnetic force. It is really one aspect of an
electrical effect”. This means that magnetic force become electric force
by special relativity.
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Figure 42

B for observer of

is
C-42

B=
Current is
=

C-43

Net charge density for observer of
=

(

Electric force
=

)=

C-44

for observer of

is

=−

Electric force
=

−

−

C-45
for leading wire is
=−

C-46

This formula can be changed by and
=−

=−

C-47

Now, electric field is changed
=

→

=−

,

=−

C-48
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However, in general relativity such Faraday’s fields as force lines is
disappeared and replaced carve able empty space. In order to be
consistency, electric field and magnetic field as force lines must be
applied in general relativity of classical electrodynamics and gravity by
corresponded gravitational force lines as gravitational field and gravitomagnetic field.
The Dirac equation show clearly such illogical inconsistency.
The Dirac equation is a relativistic wave equation as
−

iℏ

=0

C-49

It was the first theory to account fully for special relativity in the
context of quantum mechanics including electromagnetic interactions
by Faraday’s field as
(E − m )

=

[ ∙( −

)]

+

C-50

Dirac equation proved existence of spin as kind of magnetic field as
=

C-51

However, In general relativity doesn’t appear spin.
Therefore, Einstein’s general relativity become defective theory that
must be needed Extra extension by extra assumption of torsion for that
resolves the problem of exchange of spin angular momentum and
orbital angular momentum. Einstein tensor and momentum tensor in
Riemannian geometry is symmetric. However, classical mechanics
momentum tensor is non-symmetric during exchange of spin and
orbital angular momentum.
In special relativistic Dirac equation with Faraday’s electromagnetic
field naturally logically appear spin as extra magnetic moment. Here,
important point is that with this Faraday’s electromagnetic field
quantum electrodynamics is possible. However, in Einstein’s general
relativity suddenly disappear this Faraday’s field and spin.
Why Einstein’s general relativity is needed extra assumption of torsion
for spin to describe?
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Simple logical answer is that description by curved empty space time is
uncompleted approximated description.
Therefore, in order to absolute perfect, force lines like electric field
and magnetic field
must be applied in general relativity of
electrodynamics and gravity by corresponded gravitational force lines
as gravitational field and gravito-magnetic field .
Is it possible quantization of Einstein’s general relativity?
Simple answer is impossible because of famous time problem of
Einstein’s general relativity.
The problem of time is that there is no time in general relativity.
This is because in general relativity, the Hamiltonian is a constraint that
must vanish. However, in theories of quantum mechanics, the
Hamiltonian generates the time evolution of quantum states.
Why such problem occur in Einstein’s general relativity with quantum
mechanics?
Figure 1-3-1 is famous Einstein’s rocket and photon (cf.§1.3)

Figure 1-3-1

Figure 1-3-2

Relative speed of x component and y component for observer of
(cf.§1.3) is
=

=

=

1-3-7
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=

=

.

= dv 1 −

1-3-8

=−

1-3-9

is

For observer of

=

=

=

=

.

1−

= –dv

.

1-3-10

When, using these results, the case of deflection of the light by the sun
can be obtained.
= ,

=−

=

1−

1−

=

=− ,

.

=0

1-3-11

= −

1-3-12

According to Einstein relative movement of y component is
gravitational acceleration.
However, relative movement of y component of observer of
factor of =

=

1−

1−

=

.

=0

Relative movement of y component of observer of
= −

by

1-3-11
is
1-3-12
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Now, relative movement of y component between two frames is
broken.
According to Einstein’s relativity principle relative movement of y
component must be exist for two observer between two frames.
However, relative movement of y component of

is not there.

For this serious contradiction to resolve, Einstein introduce unphysical
as
curve able empty space as much as

Figure 43

Because in this increased
= d[
] by Einstein’s curved
space doesn’t have any relative movement of y component as
=
must be zero
= 0 as
0, time for y component in
=d

= 0 →→→

=d

=0

C-52

This is a reason of the time problem of Einstein’s general relativity.
This is because in general relativity, the Hamiltonian is a constraint that
must vanish. However, in theories of quantum mechanics, the
Hamiltonian generates the time evolution of quantum states. Therefore,
we arrive at the conclusion that "nothing moves" ("there is no time") in
general relativity.
This nothing movement is none other than
Einstein created by curved space.
Here, we can find two important mistakes.

= 0 as much as
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First is that now rocket move, relative movement of y component of
cannot be zero according to relativity principle. Therefore, we can
conclude that Einstein’s special relativity is wrong.
cannot be
Second is that relative movement of y component of
zero according to quantum mechanics. Because of these anti-quantum
mechanical two mistakes must be occurred serious contradictions,
when Einstein’s general relativity want be changed quantum gravity.
Therefore, results of any try of Einstein’s general relativity put into
quantum mechanics are meaningless, unbelievable and useless. That is
initial condition problem of cosmological big bang, inflation, hawking
radiation…etc.
Here, most important problem is initial problem of cosmic inflation.
Therefore observational flatness of universe from CMB by WMAP and
PLACK become direct observational evidence that Einstein’s general
relativity is wrong.
This means that space time of universe is not curved.
Now, we can answer about question as can quantum mechanics and
general relativity be realized as a fully consistent theory (perhaps as a
quantum field theory)?
Answer is that Einstein’s general relativity cannot be melted in
quantum mechanics. Without change to quantum gravity Einstein’s
general relativity alone make serious proper contradictions.

Figure 44

From −

≠ 0 to

= 0 to reach it is calculated as
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= −d
= −d
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≠ 0 →→→ −
=0

=∞

≠0

C-53

Because it is needed to accelerate from initial time d
=
infinite time d
= ∞ , needed energy must be infinite energy as
=

→→→

=

to

C-54

Results is unavoidable infinite energy, infinite mass, infinite fast speed
and infinite density.
That is none other than main point of Hawking –Penrose theorem about
unavoidable unphysical Einstein’s singularity of black hole.
Therefore, it cannot be believed black hole and any related assertions as
massive black hole in center of galaxies, micro black
hole in
fundamental particle and as
• Exchange between angular momentum and spin angular momentum
that come from Dirac equation with special relativity, electromagnetic
field and quantum mechanics, cannot be descripted by this theory.
• According to Hawking-Penrose theorem must be appeared unphysical
singularity in this theory.
•Because of this singularity is occurred black hole information paradox.
•Extra dimension is demanded by extra forces to eleven dimensions as
M theory. However, observed
space dimension is only three
.
dimensions. Number of Possible universe (false vacua) is
• This theory cannot predict future of the universe
• Einstein’s general relativity cannot explain relation between
Maxwell’s electrodynamics and gravity.
•Einstein’s general relativity cannot explain negative energy of
observed accelerating universe.
•Therefore, existence of negative mass, anti-gravity and gravitational
force lines is not permitted by
Einstein’s general relativity.
•This theory obstruct to explain what is cause of flyby anomaly, origin
of magnetar’s magnetic field, kuiffer cfliff and injection problem.
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•This theory obstruct to explain what is origin of Earth‘s magnet and
Sun’s magnet that can be direct observational evidence that Einstein
‘general relativity is wrong.
•Einstein’s theory cannot explain what is dark energy and dark matter
and coincidence problem.
•Negative infinite gravitational energy around ball with gravitational
fluid: Schrodinger’s calculation in 1918 Physik zeitschrift XI, P.4. Die
energie komponenten des gravitational feldes(cf.§2.1).
•16) By this theory is ignored negative energy and negative mass of
+
. Without
related antiparticle of Dirac equation ± =
this theoretical negative mass and energy we cannot explain observed
pair annihilation of electron and positron (bar mass of electron and
positron is ~
) , because result of pair annihilation there is no
observable remain mass that’s rest mass of positron and electron must
+
→ + by conservation
be at least over ± .
as
laws, including:
Conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum, electric charge
and gravitational charge that’s net charge before and after is zero.
•Cosmological constant problem, vacuum catastrophe.
Riemannian geometry was first put forward in generality by Bernhard
Riemann (1826-1866) in the 19th century.
It deals with a broad range of geometries whose metric properties vary
from point to point, including the standard types of Non-Euclidean
geometry. Riemann delivered his monumental lecture

Figure 45
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“ ber die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen”. In
this lecture, he described how to generalize Gauss’ idea of surfaces and
their curvatures to higher dimensions and thus singlehanded createdly
the subject of Riemannian geometry. Gauss was extremely impressed
by the depth of Riemann’s thought and praised his work without
reservation. However, Riemann’s work was so ahead of his time that it
did not receive its proper attention in the mathematical community until
Einstein’s formulation of general relativity in 1915. In his theory of
general relativity, Einstein imagined the spacetime as a geometric
object whose curvature is determined by the distribution of energy and
matter. Thus gravitational force is no longer a force in the Newtonian
sense but a mere manifestation of the curvature of spacetime. This was
one of the great triumphs of mathematics and physics.
In general relativity, the spacetime is a manifold ℳ and a spacetime
event is represented by a point
p ∈ ℳ. The worldline of the particle is traced by a curve in ℳ.
There are several basic tenets of general relativity.
• Spacetime is a semi-Riemannian manifold.
• Free particles follow geodesics.
• Curvature tells matter how to move, and matter tells spacetime how to
=
=8π
curve as
However, according to new mathematics and new physics, such
mathematical description about gravity is clarified only partly of under
4.9% right for ordinary matter by Figure 57

Figure 57
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In present physics, special relativity is the generally accepted and
experimentally well confirmed physical theory regarding the
relationship between space and time as
1) Mass increase: confirmed defiance of mass on velocity by b cherer
in 1909.
2) Length contraction: Direct confirmation of length contraction is hard
to achieve in practice since the dimensions of the observed particles are
vanishingly small. However, there are indirect confirmations: for
example, the behavior of colliding heavy ions
3) Time dilation: By measuring the lifetime of muons in the atmosphere
and in particle accelerators, the time dilation of moving particles was
also verified.
However, there are strong indications that Einstein’s special relativity
is incomplete as
1) Big –Bang paradox: Initial condition of Big-Bang from cosmic
singularity is needed speed of expansion faster than light speed because
theoretical base of Big-Bang is incomplete quantization of gravity by
time problem of Einstein’s general relativity.
2) Homogeneity problem: Theoretical base of inflation from early
universe is incomplete quantization by time problem of Einstein’s
general relativity. Therefore homogeneity problem of universe to solve
is needed speed of expansion faster than light speed.
3) Unbalance of ratio between size and maximum speed of universe: In
spite of large size of universe, light speed is too slow. Because future of
the Sun and Earth is total explosion, we need inter stellar, Intergalactic
navigation to find new Earth. According to evolution’s principle of life
such unbalance is very strange. Therefore, for evolutionary future of
human life speed of intergalactic navigation is needed faster than light
speed.
4) Because time is emergent phenomenon from quantum entanglement
with matter, time cannot mix with empty space. This means that time
dilation, length contraction cannot be analyzed space contraction or
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distance contraction (ex: muon life time dilation≠ space contraction),
but matter contraction that must be fulfilled in inertial space. Therefore
space time continuum is not real physical existence.
Because Higgs boson (Higgs field) is really discovered on 2013 at
CERN, Einsteinian empty space of special relativity cannot be really
exist. Therefore, another material can be exist in Einsteinian empty
space of special relativity like Higgs field for Newton’s inertia and
inertial frame of reference. The Higgs field is an energy field that is
thought to exist everywhere in the universe . This means that empty
space of Einstein’s special relativity is wrong. Because time can mix
only with matter that fulfilled in empty space, Einstein’s space-time
continuum cannot exist.
5) However, mass itself is not generated by the Higgs field: the creation
of matter or energy would conflict with the laws of conservation. Here,
important point is that mass is "given" to particles from the Higgs field,
via the Higgs bosons which contains the relative mass in the form of
energy. Once the field has endowed a formerly massless particle the
particle slows down because it has become heavier.
If the Higgs field did not exist, particles would not have the mass
required to attract one another, and would float around freely at light
speed. Also gravity would not exist because mass would not be there to
attract other mass. The process of giving a particle mass is known as
the Higgs effect. This effect will transfer mass or energy to any particle
that passes through it. Light that passes through it gains energy, not
mass, because it is a wave. This means that Higgs field is not universal
generator (or supplier) of gravitational force line elements for all
particles of universe.
≠ ,
≠ in
Because of constancy of light speed by constant of
vacuum of inertial frame, it can be required existence of inertial field in
same vacuum of inertial frame for maximum limit of light speed to
constrain. This means that mixable material with time should be
fulfilled in space of inertial frame so called inertial space. If vacuum
,
could be
were absolute empty space, vacuum constants of
changed = ,
= and related light speed
= ∞. However,
observed light speed is = .
×
/ . Therefore mix
able material with time as absolute inertial frame must be exist.
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6) Because of required existence of mix able material with time,
unconditional Einstein’s relativity principle of motion must be Broken.
Therefore, this mixable material with time as absolute inertial frame
must be that Sir I. Newton want to find.
The Higgs field's effect on particles (Higgs effect) was famously
described by physicist David Miller as akin to a room full of political
party workers spread evenly throughout a room: the crowd gravitates to
and slows down famous people but does not slow down others. He also
drew attention to well-known effects in solid state physics where an
electron's effective mass can be much greater than usual in the presence
of a crystal lattice.
Analogies based on drag effects, including analogies of "syrup" or
"molasses" are also well known, but can be somewhat misleading since
they may be understood (incorrectly) as saying that the Higgs field
simply resists some particles' motion but not others' – a simple resistive
effect could also conflict with Newton's third law.
Therefore, we can find out what is identity of Newton’s inertia
according to inertial field that can be universal mass giver and mixable
material with time.
Therefore, Newton’s (or Galilean) inertia is difference of time
appearance at different position by different probability amplitude of
particle system as below

Figure 14-1-2

In Figure 14-2-1 we describe this field by drawing some of the force
line surrounding a charge which was at rest at the initial instant ,
suffered a constant acceleration " " to the right during the interval to
′, and then continued moving with a constant final velocity. The
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Figure shows the force line at some later instant ′′, as viewed from the
frame of reference moving at that velocity . At small distances the
force line are directed radially out word from the present position of the
charge. At large distance they emanate from where the field would
anticipate it to be if unaccelerated. The reason is that information
concerning the position of the charge cannot be transmitted to distant
locations with infinite velocity, but only with the velocity (left of
Figure 14-2-1).
As a result, there are kinks in the force line found between a sphere
centered on the anticipated position and of radius ( − ), which is
the minimum distance at which the field can know the acceleration
started, and a sphere centered on the actual position and radius ( −
′,whichis the minimum distance at which the field can know that the
acceleration stopped. As ′′ increases, the region containing the kinks
expands out word with velocity . That is, each kink of adjustment
propagates along its force line in much the same way as a kink set up at
one end of a long stretched rope propagate along the rope. The electric
field in the region containing kinks has components which are both
longitudinal and transverse to direction of expansion. But constructing
diagrams for several value of ′′, it is easy to see that the longitudinal
component dies out very rapidly and can soon be ignored, whereas the
transverse component dies out slowly. in fact, electromagnetic theory
shows, by calculation based upon the same idea of this discussion, that
at large distance from the region of the acceleration(large ′′) the
transverse electric field obey the equation
=

14-1-3

Similarly, there is a transverse magnetic field moving along , and at
large distance from the region of the acceleration its strength, if
/ ≪ 1, is given by
=

14-1-4

The pointing vector, which gives the energy flow per unit area is
directed along and has a magnitude
=

=

14-1-5
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Notice that no energy is emitted forward or backward along the
180 ) as Figure 14-1-3 and that the
direction of acceleration ( = 0
energy emitted is a maximum at right angles to this direction ( =
270 ). The radiated energy is distributed symmetrically about
90
the line of accelerated motion and with respect to the forward and
backward directions.

Figure 14-1-3

According to Newton’s Inertia constancy of light speed by , , kink
of force line in Figure 14-2-1 and direction of radiated energy as 14-1-3
is possible only by resistive material that fulfilled in universe.
According to Einstein’s special relativity constancy of light speed by
of empty space is only by one of basic postulate.
,
According to Higgs mechanism the Higgs field's effect on particles
only as drag effects, including analogies of "syrup" or "molasses" are
also known.
Here, important point is that universal existence of Higgs field deny
Space –time continuum of Einstein’s special relativity. Because
Einstein’s relative time can mix only relative length of material in
vacuum.
However, CFLE theory can explain what Newton’s Inertia is.
Acceleration for all system of particle cannot appear at once for all
position of particle, but appear every different position with different
time by resistance material as Figure 46
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Figure 46

Because acceleration time is not started at area of late time, according
to definition of acceleration
= , speed change cannot occur
= = 0. This short none acceleration by late time is observed
resistance against acceleration so- called " Inertia".

Figure 47

Therefore, we can use resistance material for Inertia to describe (cf.§12,
§14 and §15) that can constrain maximum speed of light by its
of vacuum.
electromagnetic property as ,
of vacuum means that there exist some
Effective value of ,
material in vacuum, but not empty space as Einstein’s special relativity
describe as space-time continuum.
7) GZK-paradox: GZK limit is a theoretical upper limit on the energy
of cosmic ray by Einstein’s special relativity and particle physics
or 8 joule.
coming from distant sources. The limit is ×
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However, A number of observations have been made by the AGASA
experiment that appeared to show cosmic rays from distant sources
with energies above this limit as 1 × 10
and 3 × 10
. These
observations appear to contradict the predictions of Einstein’s special
relativity and particle physics as they are presently understood.
8) Tunguska explosion: The Tunguska event was a large explosion that
occurred near the Stony Tunguska River, in Yeniseysk Governorate
(now Krasnoyarsk Krai), Russia, on the morning of 30 June
1908(cf.§25.7).However, the most interesting thing is that scientists
have not found any crater left by a meteorite impact on Earth to date.
Only possible cosmic body is ultra-high energy cosmic ray (cf. § 25).
=
Total explosion energy of Tunguska event is calculated as
. The Tunguska event is the largest impact event on
1.38 × 10
Earth in recorded history. However, Einstein’s special relativity cannot
give answer about this event, because limit of his theory is only =
×
9) Lorentz-violating neutrino oscillation refers to the quantum
phenomenon of neutrino oscillations described in a framework that
allows the breakdown of Lorentz invariance. Today, neutrino
oscillation or change of one type of neutrino into another is an
experimentally verified fact; however, the details of the underlying
theory responsible for these processes remain an open issue.
10) Incompatible with uncertainty principle: Einstein’s special
relativity deny matter-wave duality below:
Before the special theory of relativity, Galilean transformation and
velocity transformation were used in mechanics. That is
x′ = x – vt

2-3-2

y′ = y

2-3-3

z′ = z

2-3-4

Because the velocity of light is said to be constant for any observer, the
Galilean transformation and velocity transformation are naturally the
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variables expected to change. Accordingly, the simplest equations of
transformation are
x′ = k (x – vt)

2-3-5

x = k (x′ + vt′)

2-3-6

To obtain t′, the x′ of Eq. 2-3-5 is inserted into Eq. 2-3-6
x = k [k(x – vt) + vt′]

2-3-7

Equation 2-3-7 expands about t′ to give
t′ = kt + (

²

)x

2-3-8

To determine the value of k, the two frames must be
x = x′ = 0

2-3-9

t = t′ = 0

2-3-10

Figure 48

To compare the viewpoint of the two frames from which the same
speed of light can be observed, we put Eqs. 2-3-6 and 2-3-7 into
Eq. 2-3-11
x = ct, x′ = ct′
and obtain

2-3-11
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k (x – vt) = c [kt + (

²

) x]

2-3-12

Expanding about k gives
x = ct [

ct = ct [
k=

(

(

]

2-3-13

]

2-3-14

)

)

2-3-15

At first glance, this process that was expanded by Einstein looks
perfect, but the processes of Eq. 2-3-9 ⟹ x = x′ = 0 and Eq. 2-3-10 ⟹
t = t′ = 0 produce a serious contradiction with the uncertainty principle
ℏ
Δ Δ ≥ established by Heisenberg, as follows. Both frames move
relative to each other with constant velocity, v = k (because the theory
of relativity is established by the inertial frame that moves with
constant velocity, v = k). However, the relative impulse of both frames
is not mv, but rather m ∆ from ∆mv, and the position is not x, but
rather ∆ from ∆x (at this point, velocity v is constant because of the
law of inertia).
Yet, a degree of unlimited certainty is granted here by Einstein who
overlooked the uncertainty principle of Heisenberg. Of course, the
uncertainty principle does not restrict any unlimitedly accurate
measurement of a position where x = x′ = 0. In other words,
independent of mv, the observer can measure an unlimitedly accurate
position , but when the observer uses the unlimitedly accurate position
at this point, the impulse
could be any value, because the
property of matter is dualistic (a wave–particle).
Objects are groups of matter–waves, where the component matter–
waves are almost infinitely large. Consequently, trying to measure an
unlimitedly accurate position x of physical objects at x = x′ = 0 will
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only serve to measure the specific wavelength of a specific component
wave.
ℏ

In this case, according to
=
, the observer can only obtain a
specific mv of a specific component wave, so any measurement of the
resting mv of a resting matter-wave becomes abandoned. To obtain a
meaningful result of any physical relevance, the observer has to be able
to measure both the impulse mv and the position at the same time in
order to satisfy wavefunction collapse universally (microscopically and
macroscopically).
Instead of the unlimited accurately pure mathematical predictions value
x = x′ = 0

3-1-1

According to the uncertainty principle
physically allowed value by
= √<

> −<

> ,

=

≥

ℏ

, we have to use the

< ̂ > −< ̂ >

3-1-2

Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. 3-1-1 as
=

′=±

∆

where ± represents the distribution range of the indeterminate values
.
∆ , ∆ is the values from
Result (cf. §3.1) is as usually
=

3-1-26

²
²

when z =1, then
α

= (1−2

ℏ

)

3-1-25
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We can rewrite 3-1-26 as
=

C-55
(

)

ℏ

=2

C-56
=

Therefore, when speed is
[

=

[

= ,

1−
=

=

.

as Equation 1-3-11 is changed as

= 0] →

1−

ℏ

(1 − ) =

| | ≠ 0]

C-57

Now, we can compare relative movement of y component as
=

1−

=−

1−

ℏ

(1 − ) =

=− ,

| |≠0

C-58

= −

1-3-12

This change we can visualize as

Figure 49

Therefore, gravitational force line must be existed because now there is
relative movement of y component and imaginary number has physical
reality.
This means that when particle interact with another particle, they need
force line and force line elements as Figure 49.
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Other important point is that Earth magnetic field and sun’s magnetic
field are observational evidence of gravitational force lines.
What is the cause of the Deflection of light by the Sun without curved
space time?
Answer is simple below as
Electromagnetic force lines running of electromagnetic wave (cf.§6)is

Figure 50

For gauge symmetry for gauge boson with Higgs potential is
=(

)→

√

(

+ ( )

)

C-59

Therefore, total Lagrangian is
⊃−
+

∙

(

+

) +

+
C-60

This means that photon mass as electromagnetic gauge boson mass
.
must be zero as ∙
Photon have no mass for interacting with massive Sun. Therefore,
Newton’s interacting between massless photon and massive object is
impossible. However, photon has spin magnetic moment as Figure 51.
Because of this spin magnetic moment usual magnetic moment polarize
as Figure 51.
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Figure 51

Because of effect of spin magnet of photon can interact with gravitospin magnet of Sun’s gravitational field as strong as photon near sun’s
surface as Figure 6-2-3(cf.§6.2).

Figure 6-2-3

Here, we can find that Einstein’s curve able space time don’t need any
more between massless photon and massive Sun and any such physical
phenomena to describe.
If so, what is direct observed gravitational wave as Einstein’s space
time ripple by LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory) in June 15.2016?
On June 15, 2016, LIGO announced the detection of a second
gravitational wave event, recorded on December 26, 2015, at 3:38
UTC. Analysis of the observed signal indicated that the event was
caused by the merger of two black holes with masses of 14.2 and 7.5
solar masses, at a distance of 1.4 billion light years. The signal was
named GW151226.
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LIGO operates two gravitational wave observatories in unison: the
LIGO Livingston Observatory and the LIGO Hanford Observatory .The
primary interferometer consists of two beam lines of 4 km length which
form a power-recycled Michelson interferometer with Gires–Tournois
etalon arms as Figure 52

Figure 52

When a gravitational wave as ripple of space time passes through the
interferometer, the spacetime in the local area is altered by linearly
polarized gravitational wave as Figure 53.

Figure 53

The predictions of the general theory of relativity, gravitational waves
that originate tens of millions of light years from Earth are expected to
distort the 4 kilometer mirror spacing by about 10−18 m, less than onethousandth the charge diameter of a proton. Equivalently, this is a
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relative change in distance of approximately one part in 1021.
Observations result is as

Figure 54

This means that gravitational wave exist really.
However, this observational result cannot confirm that gravitational
wave is ripple of space time or ripple of gravito-magnetic wave by
gravitational force lines and its gravito-magnetic force lines.
Because electromagnetic wave and corresponded gravito-magnetic
wave has same ripple of force lines as Figure 55.

Figure 55

In electrodynamics, elliptical polarization is the polarization of
electromagnetic radiation such that the tip of the electric field vector
describes an ellipse in any fixed plane intersecting, and normal to, the
direction of propagation as Figure 55. An elliptically polarized wave
may be resolved into two linearly polarized waves in phase quadrature,
with their polarization planes at right angles to each other. Since the
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electric field can rotate clockwise or counterclockwise as it propagates,
elliptically polarized waves exhibit chirality.
Other forms of polarization as Figure 55, such as circular and linear
polarization, can be considered to be special cases of elliptical
polarization. Circular polarization of an electromagnetic wave is a
polarization in which the electric field of the passing wave does not
change strength but only changes direction in a rotary manner. Finally
linear polarization or plane polarization of electromagnetic radiation is
a confinement of the electric field vector or magnetic field vector to a
given plane along the direction of propagation.

Figure 56. The effect of a plus-polarized gravitational wave on a ring of particles.
The effect of a cross-polarized gravitational wave on a ring of particles.

When a gravitational wave as ripple of force lines passes through the
local area, the space in the local area is altered by linearly polarized
gravitational wave as Figure 56.
Furthermore, dark energy is an unknown form of energy which is
hypothesized to permeate all of space, tending to accelerate the
expansion of the universe. Dark energy is the most accepted hypothesis
to explain the observations since the 1990s indicating that the universe
is expanding at an accelerating rate.
Assuming that the standard model of cosmology is correct, the best
current measurements indicate that dark energy contributes 68.3% of
the total energy in the present-day observable universe as Figure 57.
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Figure 57

Among the matter of all universe that can be described by Einstein’s
general relativity as curve able space time theory is only 4.9% of
ordinary matter as the Sun and Earth.
All experimental success of Einstein’s special relativity and general
relativity is for only 4.9% of ordinary matter of universe as only 1st
:mass increase, 2nd :length contraction, 3rd :time dilation, 4th :space time
curve: the deflection of light by the Sun, the perihelion precession of
Mercury’s orbit, the gravitational redshift of light, gravitational lensing,
light travel time delay, the equivalence principle, geodetic precession
and frame dragging, binary pulsars, direct detection of gravitational
waves as ripple of space time by LIGO.
This means that Einstein’s special relativity and general relativity
should be wrong with more than 95.1% precision, because force line
elements is needed as imaginary number tell us about negative mass
and its force lines.
Therefore, we can say that Newton’s theory is approximated theory of
Einstein’s general relativity, Einstein’s general relativity is
approximated theory of gravitational force line general relativity.
Gravitational force line general relativity become gravitational force
line quantum relativity.
Consequently, so to speak, destiny of Einstein’s general relativity and
special relativity is physical and mathematical collapse with more than
95.1% precision.
5. Relation between imaginary number
mathematics as quantum mathematics

and

new
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A number is a mathematical object used to count, measure, and label.
A notational symbol that represents a number is called a numeral.
In mathematics, the notion of number has been extended over the
centuries to include 0, negative numbers, rational numbers such as
and − , real numbers such as √2and π, complex numbers as √2
+√2 , which extend the real numbers by including √−1 , and
sometimes additional objects.
Here, important point is that mathematical number abstractive
correspond countable real physical unit object as Figure 58

Figure 58

However, surprising point is that property of mathematical number
intrinsically correspond property of countable real physical unit object
nevertheless number is mathematical object by only human abstraction
as Figure 59.

Figure 59

Now, countable real physical unit object is dividable as Figure 58 and
mathematical unit number 1 can be dividable too as
ℚ= , , ….

C-61

Ancient Greek believed such correspondence between mathematical
number and real physical unit object. Therefore for ancient Greek’s
mathematics can be natural science and cosmology.
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However, Pythagoreans (~570 ~495 ~BC) discovered that the square
root of two is irrational as

C-62
Circumstances of this discovery, but the name of Hippasus of
Metapontum (Ἵππασος, Híppasos ~500BC) is often mentioned. For a
while, the Pythagoreans treated as an official secret the discovery that
the square root of two is irrational, and, according to legend, Hippasus
was murdered for divulging it.
Because this mathematical irrationality of square root of two is clear
contradicted correspondence between mathematical number and real
physical object.
Democritus’s (Δημόκριτος, Dēmókritos, meaning "chosen of the
people"; c. 460 – c. 370 BC) suggested atomic theory of the universe.
Now we can guess that Democritus suggested his theory for
correspondence between number as mathematical object and physical
unit object to keep. The square root of two is occasionally called
"Pythagoras' constant".
The numerical value for the √2 is:
√2 =1.414213562373095048801688724209698078569671875376948
073176679…∞
C-63
Because of this discovery of infinity of number Euclid of Alexandria
(Εὐκλείδης Eukleidēs meaning "renowned, glorious" 300 BC) who
wrote Elements (Στοιχεῖα Stoicheia), had to use this infinity as basic
concept of his geometry.
Book 1 of the Elements begins with numerous definitions followed by
famous five postulates. The first few definitions are:
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Def. 1.1. A point is that which has no part.
Def. 1.2. A line is a breadthless length.
Def. 1.3. The extremities of lines are points.
Def. 1.4. A straight line lies equally with respect to the points on itself.
In other word, Euclid’s point don’t have size, however it can have
position. It is physically impossible.
How can express position without size practically?
Such consequence is only result of abstractive mathematical logic,
because Euclid didn’t (or couldn’t) have any basis for such infinite to
stop like modern physicists who want to renormalize.
The Elements is still considered a masterpiece in the application of
logic to mathematics. In historical context, it has proven enormously
influential in many areas of science.
Logically Euclid’s geometry is right, but physically is wrong according
ℏ
as
to Heisenberg’s (1901-1976) uncertainty principle ∆x ≥
∆
Figure 60

√ =1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694………
……….....……∞
Figure 60

In Euclid’s definition of 1.1 we cannot find practical measurement
process.
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Therefore when we want real meaningful correspondence between
number as mathematical object and real physical unit objects, we have
to do quantization of number according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty
ℏ
principle ∆x∆
≥ as physical energy quantization.
Definition of number quantum can be smallest part as much as smallest
uncertainty degree
|∆ |

≥

|ℏ⁄ |

C-63

|∆ |

Number quantum is possible smallest unit part of number that is
permitted by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Therefore number
quantum can be point so called “seed” instead Euclid’s partless point.
However, number quantum is not infinitestimals from nonstandard
analysis for hyperrear.

√ =1.414213562373095048801688724209698078569671875376948073176
67973799073247...
Figure 61

Few definitions of quantum geometry of quantum mathematics are:
Def. 1.1. A point is that which has smallest unit part.
Def. 1.2. A line is a smallest unit bread length.
Def. 1.3. The extremities of lines are points as number quanta.
From such basic definitions we can build quantum geometry as part of
quantum mathematics for this new millennium. Number theory or, in
older usage, arithmetic is a branch of pure mathematics devoted
primarily to the study of the integers. It is sometimes called "The
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Queen of Mathematics" because of its foundational place in the
discipline. There are Analytic number theory, algebraic number theory,
Diophantine geometry, probabilistic number theory, computational
number theory, arithmetic combinatorics and additive number theory in
main subdivisions of number theory.
However, we need study about number quantum could be called theory
of number quantum for unneeded infinite to avoid and logicality strictly
to keep.
Main idea of theory of number quantum is partly like Finitism that
accepts the existence only of finite mathematical objects.
In traditional mathematics, the repeating decimal 0.999… (or 0.9)
denotes a real number that can be shown to be the number one.
In other words, the symbols "0.999…" and "1" represent the same
number as
0.999…= 1

C-64

Proofs of this equality have been formulated with varying degrees of
mathematical rigor, taking into account preferred development of the
real numbers, background assumptions, historical context, and target
audience. The equality of 0.999… and 1 is closely related to the
absence of nonzero infinitesimals in the real number system, the most
commonly used system in mathematical analysis. Some alternative
number systems, such as the hyperreals, do contain nonzero
infinitesimals. In most such number systems, the standard interpretation
of the expression 0.999… makes it equal to 1, but in some of these
number systems, the symbol "0.999…" admits other interpretations that
contain infinitely many 9s while falling infinitesimally short of 1.
There are algebraic proofs (Fractions and long division, Digit
manipulation), analytic proofs (Infinite series and sequences, Nested
intervals and least upper bounds), Proofs from the construction of the
real numbers (Dedekind cut, Infinite decimal representation, Cauchy
sequence of rational numbers)
The sequence of rational numbers has the limit 0 as
(1-0, 1-

, 1-

, …) = (1,

,

, …)

C-65
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Considering the nth term of the sequence, for n ∈ ℕ, it must therefore
be shown that
lim

=0

→

C-66

According to definition of limit can get as
0.999… = 1

C-67

Because 0.999… is infinite series
0.999…= ∑

( )( )

=

=1

C-68

Therefore the equality 0.999… = 1 has long been accepted by
mathematicians and is part of general mathematical education.
Nonetheless, some students find it sufficiently counterintuitive that they
question or reject it. Such skepticism is common enough that the
difficulty of convincing them of the validity of this identity has been
the subject of several studies in mathematics education.
However, relativistic physics the equality of 0.999… = 1 product
serious unphysical problem as infinite density at singularity by
Einstein’s general relativity and infinite mass increase by Einstein’s
special relativity as
C-69

=

When relative speed
= .

…

( ) is changed
C-70

…

Same time term of (
= .

is faster and faster, term of

−

) is changed
C-71
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) is changed

, , …

C-72

This result means that any massive object like space ship for inter
galactic navigation to find second Earth cannot move faster than light,
despite universe is relatively very large for space navigation with very
slow light speed.
Because clear future of the Sun and Earth is total explosion, we need
inter stellar or inter galactic navigation for immigration to another
cradle. However, formula C-68 don’t permit such space navigation by
infinite mass increasing as equality 0.999… =1.
According to CFLE theory (cf.§3) Einstein’s special relativity of C-68
is changed as
C-73

=
(

)

Now, we can move faster than light speed without infinite mass
increasing.
Therefore, according to intrinsic correspondence between physics and
mathematics equality of 0.999…=1 is suspected, despite there are lots
of proofs as mentioned above.
Here, we can newly investigate this mathematical infinite equality by
magnifying advanced infinite state as mass increasing by theory of
relativity.
For such investigation we can introduce advanced infinite state as
[0.999…=1.000]→[0.999… = 1.000…]
C-74
Here, symbol " … " means advanced infinite state.
We can magnify one of this infinite state by multiplication as
(0.999…) (10,000…)= (1.000…) (10,000…)

C-75
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Equation C-75 is changed as
9990… =10,000…

C-76

Difference between two quantities is magnified very much as
∆ … = 10…

C-77

Therefore we can conclude
9990… ≠ 10,000…

C-78

This difference ∆ … = … is not changed by magnitude reducing
discretely from advanced state to retarded state as
[9990… ≠10, 000…] → [M 1000… → ∆ … ≠ 1…] →[M 100…→
∆ … ≠ 0. 1…] →[M 10 … → ∆ … ≠
0.01 …] →[M 1 … → ∆ … ≠ 0.001 …] ∙∙∙
→ [0.999… ≠ 1.000 … ]

C-79

Equality to keep is needed extra addition as
(9990 … + 10 … ) = (10,000 … )

C-80

By magnitude reducing discretely from advanced state to retarded state
as C-79, we can get
[(9990 … + 10 … = (10,000 … )] ∙∙∙→ [(0.999…) + (0.001…) =
1.000…]∙∙∙→ [(0.999…) + (0.001…) = 1]
C-81
Therefore, we can conclude that it is needed number quantum
everywhere for this equality to keep as
= 0.001...
C-82
From this number quantum
quantum mathematics:

we can deduce special feature of
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• Mathematical correspondence is occurred by influence of physical
quantum mechanics. Influence direction is from physics to mathematics
as number quantum" ".
•By number quantum, existence of infinite irrational number √2 and
infinite transcendental number π is not allowed.
From imaginary number we can deduce special feature of quantum
mechanics:
• Physical correspondence is occurred by influence of pure
mathematics. Influence direction is from mathematics to physics as
existence of real physical force line elements of De Broglie’s matter
wave.
• Existence of negative mass is allowed.
• Imaginary number
tell us that general relativity can be only
imaginary theory, but not real physical theory.
Conclusion: Because very week physical imagination power of
physicists same as 2000 years ago, imaginary number = √− stay yet
in imaginary world though it is now third millennium.
However, imaginary number tell us more than accelerating universe
that negative gravitational energy and mass must be exist as behavior of
imaginary number = √− ,
√− × √− = − .
Behavior of imaginary number
show us that Einstein’s general
relativity and relate string theory is wrong, because gravitational force
interact with ±gravitational force lines elements by
=
+
, but not curve able empty space. This means that though
imaginary number is pure mathematical objects, but can tell us
physically about ± mass more than any theoretical physics ,
experimental physics, Einstein’ relativistic physics and
physical
cosmology.
Finally Imaginary number is really useful real number, but Einstein’s
general relativity and related string theory is really useless imaginary
theory.
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Therefore, we can add = √− into main number system (Natural
number ⊂ Integer ⊂ Rational ℚ ⊂ Real ⊂ complex ) as latent
number .
Extended number system is
⊂ ⊂ ℚ ⊂ ⊂ ⊂ . With this
number addition physics can go on smoothly one step more to brilliant
future.

Figure 62

“I can calculate the motion of heavenly bodies,
but not the madness of people.”
Isaac Newton (1642-1727)

“God does arithmetic.”
Carl F. Gauss (1777-1855)

“Physics is becoming too difficult for the
physicists.”
David Hilbert (1862-1943)

